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VENUE (please specify the address etc.): 
 
 
 

  

50m RT Rule Notes / Checked 

Number of firing points 3.5.1  

Type of target system 6.3.1.1  

Make of target system 
6.3.1.1 
6.3.2.1 

 

Paper targets checked for dimensions 
6.3.1.1/Annex
6.3.4.8 

 

EST checked 6.3.2.8  

Make of paper targets or bands if EST 6.3.1.1  

Firing points and targets clearly numbered 6.4.5.4  

Height of targets 1.40 m +/- 0.20 m 6.4.6.1  

Length of range, distance 50 m +/- 0.20 m 6.4.5.2  

Protective walls high enough and edges  
colored? 

6.4.15.2  

50 m two targets on trolley or carrier for left and 
right and accurate for speed? 

6.4.15.3  

Safety of ranges and visibility  to spectators 
checked 

6.4.15.4  

Width of opening according to rules 
6.4.16 
6.4.16.2 

 

Range equipped with electric/electronic continu-
ous speed timer 

6.4.15.9  

Shooting station at least 1m wide and aligned 
with center line of fire? 

6.4.15.5  

Dry firing position according to rules 6.4.15.5  

Is firing point free of movement or vibration 6.4.7  

Sufficient space for officials and Jury 6.4.15.7  

Register Keeper behind or at side? 6.4.15.7  

Run times:  slow runs 5.0 sec + 0.2 - 0.0 sec. 6.4.15.8  

  fast runs 2.5 sec + 0.1 - 0.0 sec. 6.4.15.8  

Timing correct and sealed if necessary? 6.4.15.9  

Distance behind firing line, minimum 7 m 6.4.3.4  

Firing line clearly marked? 6.4.5.4  

Bench or stand 0.7 m – 1.0 m high 6.4.15.6  
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 Rule Notes / Checked 

Maximum horizontal Variation 2.00 m 6.4.6.3  

EST checked for functioning and accuracy un-
der the supervision of the Technical Delegate 

6.3.2.8  

Hearing protection available for the public 6.2.5  

Athlete protected from sun and wind 6.4.15.4  

Athlete visible to spectators; protected from rain, 
sun and wind 

6.4.15.4  

Special Standards for 50 m ranges 6.4.16.1  

Vertical wall on both sides of the opening for  
Protection 

6.4.16.1.a  

Embankment behind the opening and low wall to 
conceal and protect the target mechanism 

6.4.16.1.b  

Notices re: no smoking, mobile phones, 
flash photography, etc. 

6.11.8.h  

Toilets, how many 6.4.2.p  

Toilets, what type 
3.5.2.11 
6.4.2.p 

 

Toilets, how far from the range 6.4.2.p  

Are there steps from the armoury or entrance to 
the range, if yes how many 

3.5.2.6 
6.4.2.j 

 

Is there disabled access? 6.4.1.6  

 

When using this check list indicate dimensions where necessary! 
 
Comments 

 
 
 
 
 
 
If necessary please use separate sheet! 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________ ____________________________________

     Place, Date     Signature of the Technical Delegate(s)
 


